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The magazine
With 130,000 readers nationwide, Art Quarterly is one of 
the most respected and valued magazines on art in the UK. 
It provides insightful and accessible content and comment 
on art and artists, galleries and museums, and the works they 
show and hold in their collections, inspiring readers to see 
more art more often.

Published four times a year by Art Fund, the national charity 
for art, Art Quarterly is one of the essential benefits of 
becoming an Art Fund member.

Each issue looks forward to what’s happening in the coming 
months around the UK and beyond, and comments on 
cultural events and issues. It includes in-depth features, 
interviews, conversations, exhibition previews and reviews, 
book reviews, collector profiles, news and opinion by writers, 
critics, commentators and experts in the field, as well as 
information about works of art that the charity has helped 
museums and galleries add to their collections.

Readership/audience
 – 130,000 readers nationwide – a well-educated, informed 

and articulate audience who actively enjoy seeing and 
collecting art, and visiting galleries and museums

 – 88% of readers visit cultural attractions five or more times 
a year

 – Readers are interested in a wide range of art and design, 
plus books, theatre and cultural events, travel, and equities 
and investments

 – 64% of readers live in London and the South East and 36% 
live across the rest of the UK

 – 64% of members are aged 26-65, 17% are 18-25 and 19% 
are 66+ 

 – 58% of members use Art Quarterly to plan visits to 
galleries, museums and historic houses

Distribution
Art Quarterly is mailed directly to the homes of all 
Art Fund members in the UK and internationally. It is also 
distributed to high-level arts donors; museum and gallery 
directors and professionals; and companies, including 
architectural practices, fashion houses, financial services and 
creative industries.
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Creative
journeys

Joy Gregory and Hew Locke
met at Gregory’s London
studio in the middle of
December to talk about
travels, being artists and
how Devon and Cornwall
have influenced their work.
Interview by Helen Sumpter.
Portrait by Suki Dhanda

Born in 1959 in Edinburgh, to a Guyanese father
and anEnglishmother,HewLocke spent his
formative years in Guyana before studying at
FalmouthUniversity and theRoyal College of
Art, London.His largely sculpturalwork,using
a range ofmixedmedia and found objects,
draws on colonial andCaribbean histories to
playfully interrogate our cultural present.He
is currently showing in ‘Life Between Islands:
Caribbean-BritishArt 1950s-Now’atTate
Britain and is undertaking the 2022Tate Britain
Commission for theDuveenGalleries.His 2019
installationArmada, comprising 45 suspended
votive boats, each one unique,was recently
acquired forTatewithArt Fund support, and
is currently on displayatTate Liverpool.

Born in 1959 in Bicester, to Jamaican parents,
JoyGregory studied atManchesterPolytechnic
and theRoyal College ofArt, London.Herwork
– in avarietyofmedia but often employing
seductive photographic techniques, and the use
of research and dialoguewith others – explores
aspects of history, place andnotions of beauty
in relation to race, gender, social justice and
desire. She is currently showing in ‘Life Between
Islands: Caribbean-BritishArt 1950s-Now’at
Tate Britain, and has a newcommission in the
exhibition ‘In Plain Sight: Transatlantic Slavery
andDevon’ at RoyalAlbertMemorialMuseum
&Art Gallery, Exeter,which shewas in the
process ofmaking at the time of this interview.
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Cézanne developed
his own unique way of
working with spatiality
and colour informed
by what he called
his ‘little sensations’

Grand Bouquet of Flowers (c1892-95). Its subject
is rare because Cézanne usually spentweeks and
sometimes yearsworking on paintings.Here he uses
a very light touch, paintingwith oil in almost the same
way as hewouldwithwatercolour.

DT:Doyouhave a personal favourite?
NS:Yes,Mont Sainte-Victoire Seen from the Bibémus
Quarry (c1895-99). One of themost incredible things
formewas actuallyvisitingAix-en-Provence,walking
the same paths Cézannewalked, experiencing the same
landscapes and going into the Bibémus quarries that
he played in as a child and later painted.The colours,
the sky, the shape of themountain and the pine trees –
itwas a breathtaking experience.

tate.org.uk
50%offwithNationalArt Pass

Theywanted to analyse his paintings, to understand
howhe constructed his images, howhe engagedwith
colour and his treatment of proximity and distancing.
Monetwas one of Cézanne’s greatest collectors;
he hung a painting byCézanne in his bedroom so
that itwould be the first thing he sawwaking up
and the last thing he sawat night.

DT:The exhibition includesmore than 20works
never shownbefore in theUK.Which areyoumost
pleased to have secured?
NS:We’re thrilled to have Still Life with Fruit Dish
(1879-80), on loan fromMoMA (MuseumofModernArt)
in NewYork. It’s awork aboutwhich Roger Frywrote
extensively.He considered it awatershedmoment
in Cézanne’s practice, but, incredibly, it’s never been
seen by the British public.We also have a beautiful
loan fromTokyo’s National Museum ofModernArt,

Below: Still Life with
Plaster Cupid, c1894;
bottom: Bathers,
c1894-1905
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Agenda

Tate Modern, London

Rediscovering
‘the father
of modern art’
TheEYExhibition: Cézanne
5October to 12March 2023
Born in 1839 inAix-en-Provence, the Post-Impressionist
artist Paul Cézanne transformed the traditional
understanding of painting, justifying his oft-used title
of ‘the fatherofmodern art’.His bold approach to colour,
formand space paved theway for abstraction and
inspired generations of artists to challenge conventions.
Focusing on the local and the everyday, he responded
to the chaos and uncertaintyof a rapidly changing
world.Amajor career-spanning retrospective atTate
Modern opens this autumn,offering a fresh look
at Cézanne’s remarkable life andwork.DavidTrigg
talks to the exhibition’s curator,Natalia Sidlina.

DavidTrigg:This is the largest Cézanne exhibition
in theUKsinceTate’s ambitious 1995 retrospective.
Whyrevisit himnow?
Natalia Sidlina:Thewaypeople engagewith art and
exhibitions has changed dramatically since the 1990s.
Our audiences are interested in Cézanne’s personal
engagementwith his subjects and the relationships that
shaped his experience.The 1995 exhibition summarised
Cézanne’s influence on 20th-century art, butwe are in
the 21st century and hiswork is still very urgent.Hewas
the first artist to put experimentation at the core of his
practice,which iswhy contemporary artists still look
back at him.Also, there’s been some incredible academic
research in Cézanne studies over the past 20 years,
so it felt like the rightmoment to look at him again.

DT:What are the exhibition’s themes?
NS:Cézannewitnessedmany changes in France, and
the exhibition shows howhewasmuchmore engaged
with social and political issues than previously thought.
We’re also looking at key relationships: his friendships
withwriter Émile Zola and fellowpainter Camille
Pissarro, and, of course, his lifelong companion and
favouritemodel,Marie-Hortense Fiquet.There’s a
focus on Cézanne’s still lifes, including his Still Life
with Plaster Cupid (c1894), and also his engagement
with the geology and geography of his favourite
Provençal landscape, theMont Sainte-Victoire.The
exhibition finisheswith the explosion of creativity
from the last six years of his life,when hewas very
aware of his ownmortality.

DT:Howdid Cézanne challenge artistic conventions?
NS:Aftermoving to Paris fromProvence in 1861,
he began using a palette knife instead of traditional
brushes. Sometimes he even used his fingers to create
thick impasto surfaces.This brutal manner reflected
the brutality ofmodern life in Paris.He rejected
Renaissance perspective and engagedwith the
Impressionists, but developed his own uniqueway
ofworkingwith spatiality and colour informed by
what he called his ‘little sensations’.This allowed him
to translate his very personal experiences onto the
two-dimensional canvas plane.

DT: ClaudeMonet famouslydescribed himas ‘the
greatest of us all’.Whywere Cézanne’s contemporaries
so enthralled byhis painting?
NS: Itwas his incredible experimentation,which iswhy
the Impressionists collected hiswork so enthusiastically.

Right: Paul Cézanne,
Mont Sainte-Victoire,
1902-06
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Shaping futures
Reflecting
Scottish
community
ANewCollectingAward
fromArt Fund is helping
curator of photography
Louise Pearson ensure
that the Scottish
National Portrait
Gallery’s collection is
fully representative,
writesChrisMugan

Since opening to the public in 1889,
the Scottish National Portrait Gallery
(SNPG) has proudly displayed paintings,
photographs and busts of its home
country’smost celebrated figures,
fromnational poet Robert Burns to
Hollywood actorAlan Cumming.Now,
thanks to a NewCollectingAward from
Art Fund, the Edinburgh institution also
features, among others, Polishwar
veterans, singlemothers and, that
venerable cliché of Scottish identity,
peoplewith ginger hair.

Curator of photographyLouise
Pearson is on amission to ensure that
themuseummore fairly represents
Scotland’s changing population.To that
end, in 2020, she successfully applied
for a £65,000 grant fromArt Fund to
acquire newworks and to improve her
own understanding of contemporary
photography.Tomeet her ambitions,
Pearson required a larger budget than
would normally have been possible
through the devolved government’s
central acquisition fund,which SNPG
usually benefits from as part of National
Galleries Scotland, and, in the end, Covid
meant the NewCollectingAwardwas
evenmore vital. ‘Because of everything
that’s happened in the past couple
of years,we’vemissed that income,
sowouldn’t have had the funds,’

she reveals. ‘I’m one of the fewpeople
who has been able to bring acquisitions
to the table in the past year or so.’

Pearson completed her degree in
history and art history at the University
of St Andrews, followed by amaster’s
inmuseum studies, thenworked for
the Royal CollectionTrust inWindsor,
where she specialised in 19th-century
photography.Moving to SNPG fouryears
ago has allowed her toworkwithmore
contemporary photography. Pearson’s
teamwere already aware of the fact that
themuseum’s holdings could bemore
diverse, and the upcoming census,
whichwas delayed in Scotland to this
year, gave a timely framework for their
investigations. ‘Wewanted a check-in
of our collection, and the census provided
a useful point of reference,’ she says.
‘Itwas a once-in-a-decade opportunity:
the biggest survey in the country.’

So far, Pearson has acquiredworks
from eight photographers –who
represent a diverse group in themselves
– all ofwhom are represented in the
free exhibition ‘Counted: Scotland’s
Census 2022’ at the SNPG.Their
photographs constitute around half
of theworks on display in the show,
which also includes amix of historical
and contemporary portraits from
the gallery’s existing collection.

Left: Kim Simpson,
Untitled from the series
Girls and their Mothers,
2015; facing page:
Arpita Shah, Sari from
the series Purdah,
The Sacred Cloth, 2013
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Below: Memorarte,
¿Dónde están? Where
are they?, 2018, from
the exhibition ‘What
Lies Beneath: Women,
Politics, Textiles’

New Collecting
Awards exhibitions
Three exhibitions featuring work
acquired through Art Fund’s
New Collecting Awards are
taking place this summer (see
also facing page). Curated by
the duo Mother Tongue,
‘Revisiting the Work of Black
Artists in Scotland through New
Collecting’, at GoMA, Glasgow,
until 3 July, also features an Art
Fund-supported commission
by Barby Asante; ‘Drawing
attention: emerging British
artists’, at the British Museum
until 28 August, consists of 24
works acquired by Isabel
Seligman (featured in Art
Quarterly summer 2021); and
‘Bernat Klein: Design in Colour’,
curated by Lisa Mason, is
at the National Museum of
Scotland until 23 October.

International
partnership update
As part of a partnership
between Art Fund and the
US-based Association of Art
Museum Curators (AAMC)
Foundation, two UK curators,
Tehmina Goskar and Miles
Greenwood, were supported to
attend the 2022 Art Curators
Conference in New York in May,
through their Engagement
Programme for International
Curators. Two US liaisons will
receive funding to visit their
UK counterparts’ organisations.
The partnership aims to amplify
UK voices within the foundation
and to deepen international
relationships through occasions
for exchange and learning.

Paid opportunities
for students
With funding from a Student
Opportunities grant from
Art Fund, The Women’s Art
Collection – formerly the
New Hall Art Collection,
a permanent and accredited
collection of modern and
contemporary art by women
at Murray Edwards College,
University of Cambridge –
has provided four paid
opportunities for students to
become curatorial assistants
within the collection. Between
December 2021 and May this
year, Koni Borowiak, Laura
Moseley, Annie Roberts and
Francesca Vella Bonnici helped
with the development and
delivery of a public programme
to accompany the exhibition
‘What Lies Beneath: Women,
Politics, Textiles’, which is
showing to 28 August.

National Gallery
trainee curators
The recipients of the National
Gallery’s 2022-23 Curatorial
Traineeships, supported by
Art Fund with the assistance
of the Vivmar Foundation, have
been announced. Both trainees
will spend an initial six months
training at the National Gallery
before Chloe Church joins
The Barber Institute of Fine
Arts, Birmingham, and Emma
Meehan the Bristol Museum
& Art Gallery for a further 16
months of training, during which
they will develop a project that
sheds new light on the paintings
within the museums’ collections.

From research and visitor feedback,
certain gaps in the collectionwere already
apparent, notably relating to ethnic
minorities in the country, ofwhich the
Polish communitywas among the largest.
By diving into the Scottish photography
scene, Pearson found Polish-born Edyta
Majewska,who has documented her
own path to British citizenship and
the experiences of the Polish diaspora
since the Brexit referendum in 2016.

Even after her successful grant
application, Pearson discovered further
gaps to be filled.Manyof her discoveries
came through careful exploration of
whatwas available. Despite lockdowns,
she could still attend virtual degree
shows and events, browse the archives
of Scotland’s photography galleries, read
journals and trawl the internet. ‘Some
of the projects spoke to topicswe hadn’t
really looked at before, particularly
themake-up of families,’ she says.
‘That became a bigger theme as the
collecting progressed.Aquarter of [UK]
families have only one parent – that’s
a huge part of the population.’

With this inmind, Pearson acquired
works from Scottish photographer
Amara Eno’s series The 25 Percent,which
represents single-parent families, and
theGirls and theirMothers project byKim
Simpson,which highlightsmixed-race

children. Perhaps the highest-profile
work she has collected so far comes from
Kieran Dodds’memorable long-term
series Gingers – portraits of peoplewith
that distinctive colouring associatedwith
Scotland. Ginger-haired himself, Dodds
beganwith fellowScots before expanding
worldwide to find peoplewith similar
colouring in Russia and Jamaica.

Phase two of the collecting project
involves commissioning originalworks
to fill yetmore gaps.This process involves
selecting subjects and communities, and
thenmatching themwith sympathetic
photographers. Pearson has identified
the lack of representation of disabilities
andmental health as one key area to be
rectified.While the results of herNew
CollectingAward are already apparent,
there ismuchmore to come.TheNew
CollectingAwards,which enable curators
to explore newavenues of collecting, are
made possible by a number of generous
individuals and trusts, including the
Wolfson Foundation, the Ruddock
Foundation for theArts, and the Coral
Samuel Charitable Trust.

‘Counted: Scotland’s Census 2022’
Scottish National Portrait Gallery,
Edinburgh, to 25 September.
nationalgalleries.org, 50% off paid
exhibitionswith National Art Pass
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Opinion

How can art question approaches
to disability, access and inclusion?
Using thematerials associatedwith access itself, to creatework that puts
disability knowledge and experience at its centre, is oneway, says Liza Sylvestre

When SarahHayden (associate professor
in literature and visual culture at the
University of Southampton) invitedme
towork on a newvideo commission as
part of her ‘Voices in the Gallery’ research
project,which explores howvoice, text
and access intersect in contemporary art,
I jumped at the chance, both toworkwith
Sarah –who is a brilliant and generous
thinker, curator and collaborator – and
to create an exhibition thatwould have
multiple entry points, expanding access
for those experiencing it.The result is
my exhibition ‘asweetsea’, on shownow
at JohnHansard Gallery, Southampton,
which includes audio, video and 3D
printed objects, and at the heart ofwhich
is a recreation of a cartoon frommy
childhood, Sweet Sea,which I experienced
at a timewhen I had a very different
sensorymake-up.Now, asmyhearing
child relays their experience of the film,
I have reworked the animatedmaterial to
fit their description.Through this gesture
I explorewhat hearingmeans,what
deafnessmeans and how the beginning
and end of these distinctions engage
interdependence, sensorymemory,
communication and time.

The exhibition utilises ‘access’ as
amaterial, offeringmultiple points of
entry that lead to the same information
–would you like to listen to, or read
captions? Look at sculptures, or have
them described to you? It does this
intentionally because, so often, agency
is erased through gestures of access – for
example, if an institution includes visual
descriptions for blind or low-vision
visitors they are typically offered for one
or twoworks of art and are almost never
created for an entire exhibition, let alone
all the art on display.This eliminates
an individual’s ability to choosewhich
art theywould like to experience and
leaves them at thewhim of someone
else’s decision-making and capacity

to translate visual components into
language. Similarly, signed language
tours almost always occur infrequently,
at set times,which forces a d/Deaf
individual to conform to a schedule that
is not their own.As someonewho has
been livingwith a disabilitymy entire
life andwho is reliant on such ‘access
gestures’, I have repeatedly experienced
theways inwhich access programmes
act to divide the able-bodied from the
non-able-bodied, further highlighting
and enforcing differences between these
groups and reinforcing a hierarchy that
places the able-bodied norm at the top.

So,what canwe do?And how to begin?
When facedwith themonumental change
needed I have seen institutions freeze,
makewrong decisions that cause further
harm, promote creative accommodations
that aremore performative than
substantive and, quite frankly, I have
seen them blunderwith ignorance.
Through the creative research project
Crip*- Cripistemology and the Arts (Crip*),
which I leadwithmy collaborator, artist
and professor Christopher Robert Jones
at the University of Illinois Urbana-

Champaign,we focus on delinking the
typical medical approach to disability
studies.Thismeans that, rather than
viewing disability as a deficit in need
of correcting,we understand the Crip/
Disabled experience to produce a valuable
knowledge set, or ‘cripistemology’.
A cripistemelogical approach to creative
production focuses on howknowledge
produced via a Crip/Disabled experience
can shape and change thewaywe
approach our respectivemediums.Our
project,Crip*, references Crip Theory,
a critical project developed byprofessor,
writer and theorist Robert McRuer that
describes howour compulsion to attain
the status of ‘normativity’ relies on
non-normal bodies and identities.
Where disability studies has constructed
a somewhat singular disabled identity,
the Crip Theory project has sought to
utilise generative aspects of that identity,
and to forge connections and networks
acrossmultiple identity distinctions.
Crip*moves away from the problem-
solving approach to disability in the arts
(legal compliance, basic accessibility
considerations etc) and towards
support of discourse, education and art
production that understands the Crip/
Disabled experience, and the knowledge
it produces, to be of vital significance.
Through exhibitions and performances,
creative learningworkshopswhich
are often led by artists, and critical
engagementwith artmaking and its
history,we explore howaccess itself can
inform art-making and art experiences.

‘Liza Sylvestre: asweetsea’, John
Hansard Gallery, Southampton, to
14 January 2023. jhg.art, free to all,
10% off in shopwith National Art Pass

Liza Sylvestre is amultimedia artist and
academic based in Illinois in the US.
lizasylvestre.com

Above: Liza Sylvestre,
‘asweetsea’, installation
view, John Hansard
Gallery, 2022
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A 3-day break in Yorkshire from £479
Dates available: 19 May 2023, 14 July 2023 and 13 October 2023

Art Fund holidays are organised in partnership with Travel Editions.
We receive a donation from every holiday booked – continuing your
support for museums and galleries all over the UK.

Yorkshire Sculpture Park, Henry Moore, Three piece reclining figure no 1, 1961-2, Reproduced by permission of the Henry Moore Foundation, © Jonty Wilde/Courtesy Yorkshire Sculpture Park

Discover inspiring landscapes
and art in Yorkshire

Discover more at traveleditions.co.uk
By phone: 020 7251 0045

From sculpture parks and contemporary galleries to historic
museums, Yorkshire is packed with unmissable cultural attractions
that celebrate the achievements of artists who lived and worked
in the region.

Take in the county’s awe-inspiring natural beauty on an Art Fund
holiday and explore two previous winners of Art Fund Museum of
the Year, Yorkshire Sculpture Park and the Hepworth Wakefield.
Discover their important collections and enjoy curated talks –
all on a tailored visit to Yorkshire.
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William Kentridge
How do you
work with multiple
mediums and
creative art
forms to tell
difficult histories?

Internationally celebrated artistWilliam
Kentridgewas born in Johannesburg,
SouthAfrica, in 1955.Having studied
mime and theatre, historyand politics,
aswell as fine art, his expansive and
often collaborativework – acrossmedia
that includes expressionist drawing,
animation, opera, tapestry, dance,
puppetry, film andmusic – draws
on social and political injustices,
particularly in relation to SouthAfrica,
aswell as on literaryand other cultural
references.Anewexhibition at the
RoyalAcademyofArtswill include
work fromacross his 40-year career.

Charcoal has been a central medium
forme for decades.Aburnt piece ofwood
is probably the earliestmark-making
material that our early ancestors used
on the sides of rocks, and it remains
one of themost flexible.You canmake
a drawing, andwith a cloth or an
eraser,make another.Themedium
facilitates transformation and fits
with understanding theworld and the
moment as one of provisionality. It’s
about thinking of a table not just as a
single fact, but also as amoment between
being a tree, a plank, a table and then a
fire and ash and smoke.All of those are
there in the tree itself that you’re drawing
with, in the charcoal.A charcoal drawing
as it comes into being has a narrative
built into it of arrival and of change.
The animations are a charcoal drawing
that just continues on its journey.

There’s always amigration of images
from one form to another.When I started
out, therewas an idea that you should
specialise in one area. It tookme a long
time to understand that the best hope for
the drawingswaswhat came into them
from theatre.The best hope for filmwas

inwhat the drawings could provoke.
There is never a script, storyboard or a
written proposal.You leap into thework
with the first impulse, the first image, and
then trust that the process ofmakingwill
showyouwhere you’re going,what the
questions are rather than the answers.

Some artists have very clear stories
theywant to tell. I’m the kind of artist
where the impulse is less clear andmore
basic and primitive: a need tomake
something.The ‘what’ of the something
is secondary and emerges in the process.
‘Here are thematerials I need to use and
let’s seewhat story they tell at the end.’
Growing up and living in SouthAfrica,
it’s not so surprising thatmost of those
stories end up being connected to its
calamitous past and its difficult present.

Thework Black Box/Chambre Noire
[2005, included in the Royal Academy
exhibition], for example, grewout
ofmydirecting a production ofMozart’s
opera TheMagic Flute. The question arose
of the violence thatwas needed for the
myth of the Enlightenment to function.
Rather than force the opera into a
particular interpretation, the insight from
directing became the starting point for
this newpiece. It’s aminiature theatre,
but instead of actors on the stage, there
are littlemechanical automatonsmade
by the engineer Jonas Lundquist.A lot
of the opera’smusic is slowed down,
transformed, sung backwards. It tells
a story of the German Enlightenment’s
underbelly, in this case, the genocide
of the Herero people inwhatwas
German SouthWestAfrica, now
Namibia,which borders SouthAfrica.
Beginning in 1904, approximately 80%
of the Herero peoplewere killed, either
directly, starved to death or sent into
the desert to die of thirst.

The principle behind the Centre
for the Less Good Idea, a small art centre
that I helped found in Johannesburg
six years ago, is to bring together people
frommanydifferent forms, actors,
dancers,musicians, video editors,
writers, to discoverwhat comes through
cross-disciplinary collaboration. It’s
about allowing ideas that are at the
edge of a project – something you
glimpse in a rehearsal – to have a space,
to allow the periphery to come closer
to the centre.This is also, I suppose,
a polemic about SouthAfrica as one
of the peripheries of the artworld.
There are things that the centre can
learn from the periphery.

After the solitarywork ofmaking
drawings or animations, there’s an
enormous pleasure in collaboration.
A theatre projectmight have 40 or 50
people involved inworkshops.The
energy comes fromwhat the different
participants allow to happen.Avague
idea from a composer becomes a
movement for a dancer,which shifts the
whole soundworldwe’re going to be in.
A costume that’s brought by the designer
transforms howsomeone ismoving on
stage.A lot of thework in the studio is
about strategicallymaking that possible,
and keeping a big space for uncertainty.

‘WilliamKentridge’, 24 September
to 11 December, Royal AcademyofArts,
London. royalacademy.org.uk.
£1 discount on exhibitionswith
National Art Pass.
Six short performances by the Centre

for the Less Good Idea, titled ‘ToWhat
End’, are taking place 6 to 9 October at
the Barbican, London. barbican.org.uk

Interview by Skye Sherwin.
Above: portrait of
William Kentridge
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Tower vase with cover, Sèvres Manufactory, c.1762. The Huntington
Library, Art Museum, and Botanical Gardens.

INSPIRING
WALT DISNEY
THE ANIMATION
OF FRENCH
DECORATIVE
ARTS

6 APRIL – 16 OCTOBER 2022
THEWALLACE COLLECTION

BOOK NOW
Open daily 10am – 5pm

Bond St

#InspiringWaltDisney
wallacecollection.org

https://www.artfund.org/national-art-pass
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Production Specification

Full page trim size 297 x 232 mm (bleed 3mm)
type area 266 x 200 mm

Half page vertical 266 x 97 mm
horizontal 130 x 200 mm

Quarter page size 130 x 97 mm

To advertise please contact:

Charlotte Agace  
charlotte@parkwalkmedia.com

Renata Lopes  
renata@parkwalkmedia.com

Supplying artwork
Please send artwork as press optimised PDF files with all fonts and images 
embedded, colour CMYK and resolution 300dpi to:

charlotte@parkwalkmedia.com

renata@parkwalkmedia.com
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